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This refers to your correspondence submitted to the Bureau of Alcohol, Tobacco, Fireanns, and
Explosives (ATF), Fireanns Technology Industry Services Branch (FTISB). inquiring about the
classification of three firearm accessories you have manufactured. Specifically, you requested an
evaluation and classification und~r the amended Gun ConLrol Act of 1968 (GCA) and the
National Firearms Act (NFA) when these accessories are attached to an EFFEN90 firearm.

For your reference in this matter, the GCA. l8 U.S.C. § 921(a)(3), defines the tenn "firearm" to
include any weapon (inell/ding a starter gun) wlJiclz will or is desiglled to or may be readily
converted to expel a projectile by the action ofan explosive ...[or] ... thelrame or receiver 01any
such weapon ...

Also, with respect to the definitions of "handgun" and "pistol" under Federal statutes and
regulations, you may be aware that the GCA, 18 U.S.C. § 92 I(a)(29), defines "handgun" to
mean, in part: ... Q firearm which has a short stock and is designed to be held andfired by the use
oja single hand...

Additionally, 27 CFR § 478.11, a regulation implementing the GCA, defines "pistol" as:
A weapon originally designed, made, and intended /0 fire a projectile (bullet) from one or more
barrels when held in one hand, and haVing (a) a chamber(s) as an integral part(s) oj, or
permanently aligned with. the borers); and (b) a short stock designed to be gripped by one hand
and at an angle to and extending below the line oJthe borers).

Please note also that the GCA, 18 U.S.C. § 921(a)(7) defines the tean "rifle" to include a
weapon designed or redesigned. made or remade. and intended to befiredfrom the shoulder...
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Further, the GCA, § 921(a)(8) defines the tcnn "short-barreled rifle" to mean ... "0 rifle halling

one or more barrels less titan J6 inches in length and any weapon made from a rifle (whether by
alteration, modification. or otherwise) ifsuch weapon has an overall length ofless than 26
inches. "
Finally, the NFA. 26 U.S.C. § 5845{a), defines "firearm" to include ...(3) a rifle having a barrel

or barrels a/less than 16 inches in length ...
The definition(s) of "rifle" in both 18 U.S.C. and 26 U.S.C. describe, in significant part, "a

weapon, designed or redesigned, made or remade, and intended to be fired from the shoulder."
While a shoulder stock is not a requirement of either definition, the presence of a shoulder stock
is a physical feature of a weapon designed and intended to be fired from the shoulder. However,
because such a stock is not a requirement of the definition, the lack of a shoulder stock. does not
necessarily preclude a weapon from such classification. Any feature that is added to a fireann
which designs or redesigns the weapon such that it is capable of and intended to be fired from the
shoulder area could bring such a weapon into the classification of a "riOe."
The three accessories you have submitted are designed to replace the end-cap on an EFFEN90type fireann (P90/PS90-type firearm) which has never been built into a rifle. Your stated
purpose is for these samples to serve as a ·"pistol brace" and thus allow the EFFEN90 to be built
with a barrel less than 16 inches, without being classified as a "short-barreled rifle" as defined
in the GCA and a "firearm" under the NFA.
The EFFEN90 receiver utilizes all standard parts and components of the PS90.type firearm. The
basis for the EFFEN90 fireann is the PS90 plastic frame (not the receiver orthe fireann) and
trigger group housing. This plastic frame is built in a bullpup rifle configuration and is designed
and intended to be fired from the shoulder. No P901PS90-type firearm has ever been designed to
be a handgun, as the utilization of the plastic frame hove designated all of these fireanns as
intended to be fired from the shoulder.
The FTISB findings based on our examination of the submitted samples (photos below) are as
follows:

Submitted Sample #1: 1" thick EFFEN90 replacement end--eap
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Submitted Sample #1 installed 00 EFFEN90

Example P90 short-barreled rifle (top) compared to Submitted Sample #1 (bottom>
Sample 1 is described by you as a "pistol brace" for a newly built EFFEN90 fireann. You state
in your correspondence that the sample is intended to act as a pistol brace. This would allow the
use of a barrel of less thdilanches to be used in the EFFEN90 firearm without it being

classified as a "short-ba~ rifle" as defined in the GCA and a "firearm" under the NFA.
The sample features "stabilizing arm grooves" to aid in one-handed firing of the weapon.
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Submitted Sample #2: EFFEN90 replacement end~cap - with "stabilizin:: winas'"

Submitted Sample #2 installed on EFFEN90

Example P90 sbort-barreled rifte (<<lV) compared to Submitted Sample #2 (bottom)
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Sample 2 is described by you as a "pistol brace" for a newly built EFFEN90 fireann. You state
in your correspondence that the sample is intended to act as a pistol brace. This would allow the
use of a barrel ofless tha.ches to be used in the EFFEN90 fireann without it being
classified as a "short-barreled rifle" as defined in the GCA and a "firearm" under the NFA.
The sample features "stabilizing ann grooves" to aid in one-handed firing of the weapon. The
sample has a round, protruding "bump" on its backside.

Submitted Sample #3: EFFEN90 replacement end-cap - no "stabilizing wings"

Example PS90 end-cap (left) compared to Submitted Sample #3 (right)
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Submitted Sample #3 Installed on EFFEN90

Example P90 short-barreled rifle (top) compared to Submitted Sample #3 (bottom)
Sample 3 is described by you as a "pistol brace" for a newly built EFFEN90 fireann. You state
in your correspondence that the sample is intended to act as a pistol brace. This would allow the

use ora barrel of less th.ches to be used in the EFFEN90 firearm without it being
classified as a "short·ba
rine" as defined in the GCA and a "firearm" under the NFA.
Unlike Samples I and 2, Sample 3 does not incorporate "stabilizing ann grooves" to aid in onehanded firing of the weapon. The sample has a round, protruding "bump" on its backside.
Essentially, Sample 3 is a PS90 end.cap without the rubberized surface.
When detennining a classification for a submitted item under Federal law, ATF considers the
manufacturer's purported use of the item. Note. however. while the manufacturer's stated intent
for the item may be useful in classifying that item. the objective design characteristics must
support this use. To rely exclusively on a manufacturer's assertion would pennit manufacturers
to market devices under their own classification, whether or not they may have an alternate use;
simply by claiming that they are neither designed nor intended for such use. Classifications
based solely on the stated intent of the manufacturer would create a ludicrous result: Federal
regulation of only those items the manufacturer wanted to market as such, leaving other items
completely unregulated.
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All three of the submitted samples, when attached to the PS90 plastic frame, are clearly
disqualified from being "pistol braces." The PS90 fireann is designed so that the plastic frame
itself serves as a shoulder stock, making the firearm intended to be fired from the shoulder. The
submitted samples are simply replacement end-caps to this shoulder stock and do not change the
fact that the weapon is designed and intended to be fired from the shoulder.

ad

FTISB finds thaI each ofthe three submitted "pistol brace" samples, when attached to EFFEN90type fireann would meet the definition of a "rifle" in that it would be a "weapon
to be
fired from the shoulder," If the EFFEN90 firearm incorporated a barrel ortess th' ' ches,
the resulting fireann would be classified as a "short-barreled rifle" as defined in the GCA and a
"firearm" as defined in the NFA, 26 U.S.C. § 5845(a)(3). Further, mere possession of anyone
of the samples with a compatible fireann would constitute possession of an NFA fireann.
We caution that these findings are based on the sample as submitted. If the design, dimensions,
confi&'Uration, method of operation, or materials used were changed, this classification would be
subject to review.
The submitted samples will be returned under separate cover.
We thank you for your inquiry and trust the foregoing has been responsive.
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Chief, Fireann
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